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Sports Law in the European
Union - Andrea Cattaneo
2020-09-22
Derived from the renowned
multi-volume International
Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
practical analysis of sports law
in the European Union deals
with the regulation of sports
activity by both public
leading-cases-in-sports-law-asser-international-s

authorities and private sports
organizations. The growing
internationalization of sports
inevitably increases the weight
of global regulation, yet each
country maintains its own
distinct regime of sports law
and its own national and local
sports organizations. Sports
law at a national or
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organizational level thus gains
a growing relevance in
comparative law. The book
describes and discusses both
state-created rules and
autonomous self-regulation
regarding the variety of
economic, social, commercial,
cultural, and political aspects
of sports activities. Selfregulation manifests itself in
the form of by-laws, and
encompasses organizational
provisions, disciplinary rules,
and rules of play. However, the
trend towards more
professionalism in sports and
the growing economic, social
and cultural relevance of sports
have prompted an increasing
reliance on legal rules adopted
by public authorities. This form
of regulation appears in a
variety of legal areas, including
criminal law, labour law,
commercial law, tax law,
competition law, and tort law,
and may vary following a
particular type or sector of
sport. It is in this dual and
overlapping context that such
much-publicized aspects as
doping, sponsoring and media,
and responsibility for injuries

are legally measured. This
monograph fills a gap in the
legal literature by giving
academics, practitioners,
sports organizations, and
policy makers access to sports
law at this specific level.
Lawyers representing parties
with interests in the European
Union will welcome this very
useful guide, and academics
and researchers will appreciate
its value in the study of
comparative sports law.
Gender, Athletes' Rights,
and the Court of Arbitration
for Sport - Helen Jefferson
Lenskyj 2018-09-28
This book presents an
interdisciplinary approach to
examining gender-related
sports dispute resolution by the
Court of Arbitration.
Identifying complexities around
gender, gender binaries, and
the ways in which intersecting
identities complicate
resolutions, the author
demonstrate how athletes'
rights are threatened by a
forced arbitration process.
Commonwealth Caribbean
Sports Law - Jason Haynes
2019-01-15
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Sports Law has quickly
developed into an accepted
area of academic study and
practice in the legal profession
globally. In Europe and North
America, Sports Law has been
very much a part of the legal
landscape for about four
decades, while in more recent
times, it has blossomed in
other geographic regions,
including the Commonwealth
Caribbean. This book
recognizes the rapid evolution
of Sports Law and seeks to
embrace its relevance to the
region. This book offers
guidance, instruction and legal
perspectives to students,
athletes, those responsible for
the administration of sport, the
adjudication of sports-related
disputes and the
representation of athletes in
the Caribbean. It addresses
numerous important themes
from a doctrinal, socio-legal
and comparative perspective,
including sports governance,
sports contracts, intellectual
property rights and doping in
sport, among other thoughtprovoking issues which touch
and concern sport in the
leading-cases-in-sports-law-asser-international-s

Commonwealth Caribbean. As
part of the well-established
Routledge Commonwealth
Caribbean Law Series, this
book adds to the Caribbeancentric jurisprudence that has
been a welcome development
across the region. With this
new book, the authors
assimilate the applicable case
law and legislation into one
location in order to facilitate an
easier consumption of the legal
scholarship in this increasingly
important area of law.
Sporting Nationality in the
Context of European Union
Law - Jan Exner 2019-01-29
This book strikes a balance
between international sporting
governing bodies’ interests and
values enshrined in rules
regarding sporting nationality
on one hand, and athletes’
rights under EU law on the
other. It argues that some rules
governing athletes’ eligibility in
national teams in their current
form, notably certain waiting
periods, quotas for naturalised
athletes or athletes having
previously played for another
country, and rules prohibiting
the change of sporting
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nationality, constitute a
disproportionate restriction on
athletes’ rights under EU
citizenship, free movement of
persons, competition law or
fundamental rights.
Accordingly, the book
subsequently presents concrete
recommendations for
international sporting
governing bodies on how to
reconcile their interests and
values with the rights that
athletes enjoy under EU law.
As such, it offers an essential
guide for these bodies and
their representatives, as well
as for athletes, academics and
practitioners in the fields of
law and sports.
Yearbook of International
Sports Arbitration 2018–2020 Antoine Duval 2023-01-10
The Yearbook of International
Sports Arbitration is the first
academic publication aiming to
offer comprehensive coverage,
on a yearly basis, of the most
recent and salient
developments regarding
international sports arbitration,
through a combination of
general articles and case notes.
The present volume covers

decisions rendered by the
Court of Arbitration for Sport
(CAS) and national courts
between 2018-2020. It is a
must-have for sports lawyers
and arbitrators, as well as
researchers engaged in this
field. It provides in-depth
articles on important issues
raised by international sports
arbitration, and independent
commentaries by academics
and practitioners on the most
important decisions of the CAS
and national courts of the year,
and in this particular case of
the years 2018-2020. Dr.
Antoine Duval is Senior
Researcher at the T.M.C. Asser
Instituut in The Hague and
heads the Asser International
Sports Law Centre. Prof.
Antonio Rigozzi teaches
international arbitration and
sports law at the University of
Neuchâtel, Switzerland, and is
the partner in charge of the
sports arbitration practice at
Lévy Kaufmann-Kohler, a
Geneva-based law firm
specializing in international
arbitration.
Leading Cases in Sports Law
- Jack Anderson 2015-05-20
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This book accounts for over 25
of the most influential cases in
international sports law, as
written by some of the leading
authorities in the area. Authors
from Europe, the United
States, Australia, South Africa,
Canada and New Zealand trace
the evolution of this emerging
discipline of law through an
analysis of individual cases, as
discussed under a number of
key debates and themes in
contemporary sports law,
including: the “public” nature
of legal disputes in sport;
player employment mobility
litigation; doping and the spirit
of sport; TV rights holding
proceedings; and enduring
themes in sports law such as
on-field violence, spectator
safety, animal welfare and
gender equality. Valuable for
sports law academics,
arbitrators and practitioners,
sports administrators and
governing bodies, but also for
students (postgraduate and
undergraduate) and all those
with an interest in
international sports law.
Yearbook of International
Sports Arbitration 2015 -

Antoine Duval 2016-09-14
The Yearbook of International
Sports Arbitration is the first
academic publication aiming to
offer comprehensive coverage,
on a yearly basis, of the most
recent and salient
developments regarding
international sports arbitration,
through a combination of
general articles and case notes.
The present volume covers
decisions rendered by the
Court of Arbitration for Sport
(CAS) and national courts in
2015. It is a must-have for
sports lawyers and arbitrators,
as well as researchers engaged
in this field. It provides indepth articles on burning
issues raised by international
sports arbitration, and
independent commentaries by
esteemed academics and
seasoned practitioners on the
most important decisions of the
CAS (e.g. the Dutee Chand
case) and national courts (e.g.
the Pechstein and
Wilhelmshaven decision
rendered by the OLG München
and OLG Bremen in Germany).
Dr. Antoine Duval is Senior
Researcher for International
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and European Sports Law at
the T.M.C. Asser Instituut in
The Hague. He holds a Ph.D.
on the interaction between Lex
Sportiva and EU Law from the
European University Institute
in Florence. Prof. Antonio
Rigozzi teaches international
arbitration and sports law at
the University of Neuchâtel,
Switzerland, and is the partner
in charge of the sports
arbitration practice at Lévy
Kaufmann-Kohler, a Genevabased law firm specializing in
international arbitration.
The Court of Arbitration for
Sport and Its Jurisprudence Johan Lindholm 2019-03-25
This book takes a close look at
the Court of Arbitration for
Sport (CAS), challenging
existing claims and answering
previously unanswered
questions, by considering all of
its publicly available decisions,
both in its entirety as a body of
jurisprudence and on a caseby-case level. It also
investigates the actors involved
in adjudication before the CAS,
both the parties that bring
disputes before the CAS and
the arbitrators that resolve
leading-cases-in-sports-law-asser-international-s

them, and in so doing establish
precedents that govern sports
generally. While the book relies
upon and includes more
traditional legal theory and
analysis, it combines this with
an empirical analysis of a large
portion of the CAS's decisions.
Hereby it relies upon and
relates to the theory of the
development of a transnational
legal order in sports, the lex
sportiva. The publication is
targeted at and will benefit
those professionally working in
or interested in the fields of
sports law, arbitration law,
transnational law, or empirical
legal studies. Johan Lindholm
is a Professor of Law at Umeå
University in Sweden.
European Sports Law - Stephen
Weatherill 2014-01-08
European Sports Law:
Collected Papers 2nd edition
contains the collected works
(1989-2012) of Stephen
Weatherill, Jacques Delors
Professor of European
Community Law, Somerville
College, University of Oxford,
United Kingdom, with an
extensive introduction on the
background and rationale for
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the selected papers. Stephen
Weatherill is a leading
academic and author on the
subject of European Union law
and professional sport. His
work is of the highest academic
standard and practice-oriented
at the same time, which has a
strong impact on major court
cases and the development of
international sports law in
general. The updated 2nd
edition is a vademecum for
those involved with
international sport and the
challenges European law and
sport provide and is an
indispensable tool for
administrators, managers,
researchers, academics,
marketers, broadcasters,
advisers and practitioners. The
book appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series (ISSN: 1874-6926),
under the editorship of Dr.
David McArdle, Dr. Ben Van
Rompuy and Marco van der
Harst LL.M.
EU Sports Law and Breakaway
Leagues in Football - Katarina
Pijetlovic 2015-02-02
Katarina Pijetlovic is the first
author to address the issue of

breakaway leagues in football
and their treatment under EU
law. In this book she guides the
reader through EU sports law,
the specificities of the sporting
industry and the problems and
power struggles in European
football governance in the
context of the breakaway
threats by elite clubs. In order
to analyse the legality of UEFA
clauses that restrict the
formation of such breakaway
structures, the author first
provides a progressive
interpretation of the applicable
EU sports law and an in-depth
analytical review of EU sports
cases decided under internal
market and competition
provisions, including a novel
perspective on the UEFA homegrown rule and the Bosman
case. Thereafter, she sets out
an original theory of
convergence between TFEU
provisions on competition and
the internal market in the light
of sporting exceptions. Finally,
in applying the legal principles
thus outlined Katarina
Pijetlovic explores the legality
of the restrictive UEFA clauses
and the case for the formation
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of alternative leagues in
European football under EU
sports law. A number of
surprising outcomes emerge
from this analytical process.
Conversely, she also tests the
largely neglected issue of the
legality of forming a breakaway
league by the European elite
football clubs. The systematic
way in which the reader is
guided through EU sports law
and the legal issues under
consideration makes the book
accessible for EU lawyers as
well as non-EU sports lawyers,
on both an academic and a
practitioner’s level. Katarina
Pijetlovic holds licentiate and
doctoral degrees in EU sports
law from the University of
Helsinki. The book appears in
the ASSER International Sports
Law Series, under the
editorship of Dr. David
McArdle, Prof. Ben Van
Rompuy and Marco van der
Harst LL.M.
Yearbook of International
Sports Arbitration 2017 Antoine Duval 2020-09-26
The Yearbook of International
Sports Arbitration is the first
academic publication aiming to

offer comprehensive coverage,
on a yearly basis, of the most
recent and salient
developments regarding
international sports arbitration,
through a combination of
general articles and case notes.
The present volume covers
decisions rendered by the
Court of Arbitration for Sport
(CAS) and national courts in
2017. It is a must have for
sports lawyers and arbitrators,
as well as researchers engaged
in this field. It provides indepth articles on current issues
raised by international sports
arbitration, and commentaries
by esteemed academics and
experienced practitioners on
the most important decisions of
the year by the CAS and
national courts. Dr. Antoine
Duval is Senior Researcher at
the T.M.C. Asser Instituut in
The Hague and heads the Asser
International Sports Law
Centre. /div Prof. Antonio
Rigozzi teaches international
arbitration and sports law at
the University of Neuchâtel,
Switzerland, and is the partner
in charge of the sports
arbitration practice at Lévy
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Kaufmann-Kohler, a Genevabased law firm specializing in
international arbitration.
CAS and Football: Landmark
Cases - Alexander Wild
2014-01-26
FIFA has accepted the
jurisdiction of the CAS as from
11 November 2002. This date
does not mark the beginning of
the arbitration of the CAS in
football matters, however it has
to be stated, that from this date
on football disputes in front of
the CAS increased enormously.
This book is dedicated to the
most important decisions of the
CAS in football disputes. These
awards are analyzed by
experts, practicing all over the
world. Most of the authors
have been directly involved in
the proceedings before the
CAS. The commentaries cover
a broad spectrum of disputes,
inter alia, disputes concerning
the contractual stability,
protection of young football
players, doping, football
hooliganism, match fixing,
players release, multiple club
ownership, player agents and
the stays of execution. This
book provides a wide range of
leading-cases-in-sports-law-asser-international-s

valuable information and is a
useful tool for those whose
main concern is professional
football, such as sports
lawyers, sports managers and
sports agents, but also
academics and researchers.
The book appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Dr. Robert Siekmann, Dr.
Janwillem Soek and Marco van
der Harst LL.M.
International Sports Law:
An Introductory Guide - Ian
S. Blackshaw 2017-08-09
This book, written by an expert
in the field, covers some of the
following issues, namely highprofile WADA cases such as
that of Maria Sharapova, the
Bosman ruling, decisions by
the Court of Arbitration for
Sport (CAS), and footballers’
employment contracts and
transfers for enormous
amounts. These issues have led
to sport no longer being
confined to the back pages of
traditional media such as
newspapers, but increasingly
le="font-size: 14px;">finding
its way onto the front pages
and into new media. Since
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ancient times sport has been
practised but today it is a
multi-billion dollar ‘industry’,
and Sports Law as a discipline
in its own right is developing
apace and is increasingly being
studied and practiced at all
levels of interest and
competency. Thereby creating
a need amongst students,
lawyers, accountants, sports
marketers, promoters, agents,
sans-serifsports broadcasters,
sports administrators and
managers for some basic and
general knowledge of the legal
aspects of sport. This
introductory guide to
international sports law will
serve to satisfy the needs
currently not being met in
present-day sports law
literature, and should also be
of interest to researchers and
the general reader. Although
the topics covered are
necessarily sansserif">selective, sports law
being such a vast subject, they
are representative of the main
legal issues facing the world of
sport today. Throughout the
book, the reader is referred to
articles, publications and other

materials that provide further
information on the various
subjects treated in the text,
thus enhancing its value and
usefulness. The Law is stated
as at 1 January 2017, according
to the sources available at that
date. Prof. Ian S. Blackshaw is
an International Sports
Lawyer, a Solicitor of the
Supreme Court of England and
Wales, and a Visiting Professor
at several Universities,
including Anglia Ruskin
University, Cambridge, United
Kingdom, and The University of
Pretoria, South Africa. He is
also a member of the Court of
Arbitration for Sport,
Lausanne, Switzerland.
Match-Fixing in Sport Stacey Steele 2017-11-20
Match-fixing represents a
greater potential threat to the
integrity of sport than doping.
It has been linked to organised
crime, illegal drugs and moneylaundering. Law enforcement
and sporting authorities are
struggling to establish legal
and regulatory responses to
this emerging threat,
particularly in light of crossborder internet gambling. This
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book examines match-fixing
and the legal responses to it in
three key Asian sporting
nations: Australia, Japan and
Korea. It explores the
significance of legal, regulatory
and cultural differences, and
draws lessons in terms of best
practice and enforcement for
legal and sporting authorities
around the world. Including
key insights from players, the
betting industry, law
enforcement and prosecution
authorities, it discusses the
strengths and weakness of
current anti-corruption
strategies in the three
jurisdictions. Match-Fixing in
Sport: Comparative Studies
from Australia, Japan, Korea
and Beyond offers important
insights for all students and
scholars with an interest in
sport studies, law, criminology
and Asian studies.
Introduction to International
and European Sports Law Robert C.R. Siekmann
2012-04-23
The book is an introduction to
sports law, in particular
International (worldwide) and
European (EU) sports law. The

chapters are all put in the
perspective of the innovative
sports law doctrine that is
developed and presented in the
opening chapter on what sports
law is. After a general coverage
of the core concept of “sport
specificity” (that is whether
private sporting rules and
regulations can be justified
notwithstanding they are not in
conformity with public law),
the book covers the following
specific main themes of
International and European
Sports Law (capita selecta):
comparative sports law;
competition law and sport; the
collective selling of TV rights;
sports betting; Social Dialogue
in sport; sport and nationality;
professional football transfer
rules; anti-doping law in sport;
transnational football
hooliganism in Europe;
international sports boycotts.
In this book association football
(“soccer”) is the sport that is
by far most on the agenda. It is
the largest sport in the world
and most popular all over the
globe. The elite football in
Europe is a day-to-day
commercialized and
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professionalized industry,
which makes it a perfect
subject of study from an EU
Law perspective.
European Sports Law Stephen Weatherill 2013-12-21
European Sports Law:
Collected Papers 2nd edition
contains the collected works
(1989-2012) of Stephen
Weatherill, Jacques Delors
Professor of European
Community Law, Somerville
College, University of Oxford,
United Kingdom, with an
extensive introduction on the
background and rationale for
the selected papers. Stephen
Weatherill is a leading
academic and author on the
subject of European Union law
and professional sport. His
work is of the highest academic
standard and practice-oriented
at the same time, which has a
strong impact on major court
cases and the development of
international sports law in
general. The updated 2nd
edition is a vademecum for
those involved with
international sport and the
challenges European law and
sport provide and is an
leading-cases-in-sports-law-asser-international-s

indispensable tool for
administrators, managers,
researchers, academics,
marketers, broadcasters,
advisers and practitioners. The
book appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series (ISSN: 1874-6926),
under the editorship of Dr.
David McArdle, Dr. Ben Van
Rompuy and Marco van der
Harst LL.M.
Sports Law - Patrick K.
Thornton 2010-02-04
Sports Law looks at major
court cases, statutes, and
regulations that explore a
variety of legal issues in the
sports industry. The early
chapters provide an overview
of sports law in general terms
and explore its impact on race,
politics, religion, and everyday
affairs. Later chapters address
hot button issues such as
gender equity, drug testing,
and discrimination. Written
from a sport management
perspective, rather than from a
lawyer’s, this text covers all the
major areas presented in sports
law today including: cases
relating to torts, contracts,
intellectual property, and
12/31
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agents. Factual scenarios
throughout the text allow
students to critically examine
and apply sport management
principles to legal issues facing
the sports executive. Important
Notice: The digital edition of
this book is missing some of
the images or content found in
the physical edition.
CAS and Football: Landmark
Cases - Alexander Wild
2011-11-16
FIFA has accepted the
jurisdiction of the CAS as from
11 November 2002. This date
does not mark the beginning of
the arbitration of the CAS in
football matters, however it has
to be stated, that from this date
on football disputes in front of
the CAS increased enormously.
This book is dedicated to the
most important decisions of the
CAS in football disputes. These
awards are analyzed by
experts, practicing all over the
world. Most of the authors
have been directly involved in
the proceedings before the
CAS. The commentaries cover
a broad spectrum of disputes,
inter alia, disputes concerning
the contractual stability,
leading-cases-in-sports-law-asser-international-s

protection of young football
players, doping, football
hooliganism, match fixing,
players release, multiple club
ownership, player agents and
the stays of execution. This
book provides a wide range of
valuable information and is a
useful tool for those whose
main concern is professional
football, such as sports
lawyers, sports managers and
sports agents, but also
academics and researchers.
The book appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Dr. Robert Siekmann, Dr.
Janwillem Soek and Marco van
der Harst LL.M.
Research Handbook on EU
Sports Law and Policy - Jack
Anderson 2018-07-27
The EU’s influence on sport
has traditionally focused on the
socio-economic and cultural
impact. This Research
Handbook on EU Sports Law
explores the development of
the 'European dimension' in
sport, and the concomitant
legal issues including,
competition law, state aid and
free movement of persons. The
13/31
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application of such areas of EU
law to sport and the influence
of EU law on key policy issues
such as, doping, match-fixing
and governance, are detailed in
this comprehensive collection.
The topical chapters by experts
in their field, also touch upon
the future evolution of EU
sports law.
Sports Betting: Law and Policy
- Paul M. Anderson 2011-10-28
Gambling is a significant global
industry, which is worth
around 0.6% of world trade,
that is, around US$ 384 billion;
and gambling on the outcome
of sports events is a very
popular pastime for millions of
people around the world, who
combine a bet with watching
and enjoying their favourite
sports. But, like any other
human activity, sports betting
is open to corruption and
improper influence from
unscrupulous sports persons,
bookmakers and others. Sports
betting in the last ten years or
so has developed and changed
quite fundamentally with the
advent of modern technology –
not least the omnipresence of
the Internet and the rise of on-

line sports betting. This book
covers the law and policy on
sports betting in more than
forty countries around the
world whose economic and
social development, history and
culture are quite different.
Several chapters deal with the
United States of America. This
book also includes a review of
sports betting under European
Union (EU) Law. The book
appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Dr. Robert Siekmann, Dr.
Janwillem Soek and Marco van
der Harst LL.M.
The Sporting Exception in
European Union Law - Richard
Parrish 2008-03-06
The Sporting Exception in
European Union Law is the
definitive account of EU sports
law. It provides a modern legal
framework based on an
analysis of major European
Court of Justice judgments
including Walrave (1974),
Don... (1976), Bosman (1995),
Deliège (2000), Lehtonen
(2000), Kolpak (2003), Piau
(2005) and Meca-Medina
(2006). It also provides
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advanced commentary on the
major sports-related
competition decisions of the
European Commission.
Broadcasting issues, rules
affecting player mobility and
issues of sports governance are
analysed, as are current issues
in EU sports law including the
Oulmers case, home-grown
players, players' agents, the
Services Directive, the
Audiovisual Media Services
Directive, the 2006
Independent European Sports
Review, the 2007 Commission
White Paper on Sport, the
Reform Treaty and prospects
for social dialogue. The work is
a resource for academics,
lawyers and sports
administrators and students of
sports law and EU law
programmes.
Leading Cases in Sports Law Jack Anderson 2013-04-08
This book accounts for over 25
of the most influential cases in
international sports law, as
written by some of the leading
authorities in the area. Authors
from Europe, the United
States, Australia, South Africa,
Canada and New Zealand trace

the evolution of this emerging
discipline of law through an
analysis of individual cases, as
discussed under a number of
key debates and themes in
contemporary sports law,
including: the “public” nature
of legal disputes in sport;
player employment mobility
litigation; doping and the spirit
of sport; TV rights holding
proceedings; and enduring
themes in sports law such as
on-field violence, spectator
safety, animal welfare and
gender equality. Valuable for
sports law academics,
arbitrators and practitioners,
sports administrators and
governing bodies, but also for
students (postgraduate and
undergraduate) and all those
with an interest in
international sports law.
Yearbook of International
Sports Arbitration 2016 Antoine Duval 2018-03-15
The Yearbook of International
Sports Arbitration is the first
academic publication aiming to
offer comprehensive coverage,
on a yearly basis, of the most
recent and salient
developments regarding
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international sports arbitration,
through a combination of
general articles and case notes.
The present volume covers
decisions rendered by the
Court of arbitration for Sport
(CAS) and national courts in
2016. It is a must-have for
sports lawyers and arbitrators,
as well as researchers engaged
in this field. It provides indepth articles on burning
issues raised by international
sports arbitration, and
independent commentaries by
esteemed academics and
seasoned practitioners on the
most important decisions of the
year by the CAS and national
courts. Dr. Antoine Duval is
Senior Researcher for
International and European
Sports Law at the T.M.C. Asser
Instituut in The Hague. He
holds a Ph.D. on the interaction
between Lex Sportiva and EU
Law from the European
University Institute in
Florence. Prof. Antonio Rigozzi
teaches international
arbitration and sports law at
the University of Neuchâtel,
Switzerland, and is the partner
in charge of the sports

arbitration practice at Lévy
Kaufmann-Kohler, a Genevabased law firm specializing in
international arbitration.
Access to Justice in Arbitration
- Leonardo de Oliveira
2020-11-17
Access to Justice in Arbitration
Concept, Context and Practice
Edited by Leonardo V P de
Oliveira & Sara Hourani The
exponential growth of
arbitration beyond commercial
and investment matters,
reaching disputes that have
traditionally been decided by
courts – such as labour and
employment, sports, and
competition disputes, and
those involving human rights
violations – raises questions
about the impact of this
expansion on access to justice.
This collection of essays by
arbitral practitioners,
academics, and arbitral
institution officials presents,
for the first time, an in-depth
analysis of the role access to
justice plays in arbitration.
Overall, the book assesses how
access to justice can be
guaranteed in arbitration and,
in particular, shows how access
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to justice works in various
types of arbitration. The book
and its contributions will be of
immeasurable value in
determining the practical
application of such concerns as
the following: when issues of
access to justice can be raised
in arbitral disputes and when
violations of access to justice
can be challenged;
ramifications of arbitration
clauses in contracts; ensuring
fairness and efficiency arising
from technological innovations
applied to arbitration; legal
framework applicable to online
dispute resolution and
blockchain-based arbitration,
especially with regard to
recognition and enforcement;
and access to justice in
arbitrations involving sexual
harassment. The book
concludes with three chapters
on access to justice under the
rules of arbitral institutions as
revealed by studies of the
World Intellectual Property
Organisation, the Singapore
International Arbitration
Centre, and the International
Centre for Settlement of
Investment Disputes.

Arbitration provides a final
binding decision that can be
challenged on very limited
grounds; thus, with arbitration
settling disputes that were
originally a prerogative of the
judiciary, securing fairness in
such procedures is paramount
to the survival of arbitration.
For this reason, arbitration
practitioners, institutions, and
academics will appreciate this
deeply-informed analysis and
commentary on a crucial
aspect of a highly significant
and rapidly evolving area of
practice.
Personalized Medicine in
Healthcare Systems - Nada
Bodiroga-Vukobrat 2019-08-02
This book gathers scientific
contributions on
comprehensive approaches to
personalized medicine. In a
systematic and clear manner, it
provides extensive information
on the methodological,
technological, and clinical
aspects of high-throughput
analytics, nanotechnology
approaches, microbiota/human
interactions, in-vitro
fertilization and
preimplantation, and various
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diseases like cancer.Moreover,
the book analyzes the social
and legal aspects of social
security systems, healthcare
systems and EU law – e.g. the
role of solidarity, regulatory
possibilities and obstacles,
justice and equality,
privacy/disclosure of data, and
the right to know – from an
interdisciplinary perspective.
Lastly, it explores the
economical and ethical context
in the fields of business
models, intellectual property
issues, the patient/physician
relationship, and price
discrimination.
The Jurisprudence of the FIFA
Dispute Resolution Chamber Frans de Weger 2016-09-30
This book addresses the most
important judicial aspects in
relation to the FIFA Dispute
Resolution Chamber (DRC), as
well as the different categories
of disputes, inter alia, the
termination of player contracts,
the amount of compensation,
sporting sanctions, training
compensation and the
solidarity mechanism. The DRC
was established in 2001 by
FIFA for the purpose of

resolving disputes regarding
the international status and
transfer of players. Since then
the DRC has developed into a
major and influential
alternative resolution body,
with an impressive and
everincreasing caseload. In this
updated and revised Second
Edition the most important
decisions of the DRC as of the
date of its establishment in
2001 until 2016 are analysed.
It is a reference work for those
with a legal and financial
interest in professional
football, such as lawyers,
agents, managers and
administrators, but is also
aimed at researchers and
academics. Michele
Bernasconi, Attorney-at-law in
Zurich, Switzerland, Arbitrator
at CAS and President of the
Swiss Sports Law Association
provided a foreword for the
book. Frans M. de Weger is
senior legal counsel working
for the Dutch Federation of
Professional Football Clubs
(FBO). In 2015 he was, at the
proposal of the European Club
Association (ECA), appointed
as an arbitrator for the Court
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of Arbitration for Sport (CAS).
As a legal counsel and a CAS
arbitrator he is involved in
several national and
international football-related
legal disputes. This book
appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Prof. Dr. Ben Van Rompuy and
Dr. Antoine Duval. “Frans de
Weger’s work on the
jurisprudence of the DRC is a
“must-have” for anybody
dealing with sports law and, in
particular, dealing with football
issues under the FIFA
Regulations on the Status and
Transfer of Players.” Massimo
Coccia Professor of
International Law and
Attorney-at-Law in Rome and
CAS Arbitrator “Where to go
when trying to understand the
FIFA Regulations on the Status
and Transfer of Players? Now
Frans de Weger has the answer
with his new version of the
much-awaited and needed
Jurisprudence of the FIFA
Dispute Resolution Chamber.”
Juan de Dios Crespo Pérez
Sports Lawyer “The second
edition of this book, which is

systematic and practical at the
same time, will surely be of
great interest to both
specialists active in the world
of “football law” and aspiring
individuals.” Wouter
Lambrecht Attorney-at-law,
Head of Legal at the European
Club Association, FIFA Dispute
Resolution Chamber Member
and Mediator at the CAS
Fundamental Rights in
International and European
Law - Christophe Paulussen
2015-11-04
In this book various
perspectives on fundamental
rights in the fields of public
and private international law
are innovatively covered.
Published on the occasion of
the 50th anniversary of the
T.M.C. Asser Instituut in The
Hague, the collection reflects
the breadth and scope of the
Institute’s research activities in
the fields of public
international law, EU law,
private international law and
international and European
sports law. It does so by
shedding more light on topical
issues – such as drone warfare,
the fight against terrorism, the
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international trade
environment nexus and forced
arbitration – that can be
related to the theme of
fundamental rights, which runs
through all these four areas of
research. Points of divergence
and areas of common ground
are uncovered in contributions
from both staff members and
distinguished external authors,
having long-standing academic
relations with the Institute. The
Editors of this book are all staff
members of the T.M.C. Asser
Instituut, each of them
representing one of the areas
of research the Institute
covers.
Employment and Labour
Relations Law in the Premier
League, NBA and International
Rugby Union - Leanne O'Leary
2017-01-28
This book examines the
employment arrangements of
professional athletes in the
Premier League football
competition, the National
Basketball Association
competition and rugby union
played at an international level.
It describes the organisation
and regulatory frameworks of

these three professional team
sports and highlights the legal,
economic and regulatory
factors that influence the final
form of an athlete’s working
conditions. It provides a
comparative analysis between
the sports on issues such as the
role of collective bargaining,
wage regulation, salary caps,
nationality restrictions,
eligibility, player movement
and the acquisition of a
player’s intellectual property.
It discusses the approaches
adopted in each sport for
balancing the interests of
labour and management, the
problem of controlling private
regulatory power in
professional sport, and
considers the extent to which
legal or government
intervention is required in an
athlete’s employment
relationship. National law can
assist players in a domestic
league to secure an
involvement in the
determination of working
conditions but it has a more
limited effect in a competition
organised by an international
governing body. This book
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argues that social regulation
through soft law processes at
an international level may
benefit athletes, consumers
and sport globally. It provides a
useful case example for
comparison with the
organisation of other
professional team sports in
Europe, North America and
Australasia. This book is
important reading for scholars
and practitioners in the fields
of international sports law,
employment law, competition
law, European law and human
rights law. It is also highly
recommended for students at
undergraduate and
postgraduate levels taking
modules and courses in Sports
Law or Sports Business
Management. Dr. Leanne
O’Leary is a dual-qualified
solicitor, Senior Lecturer in
Law and member of the Centre
for Sports Law Research at
Edge Hill University in the
United Kingdom. This book
appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Prof. Dr. Ben Van Rompuy and
Dr. Antoine Duval.

Employment and Labour
Relations Law in the Premier
League, NBA and International
Rugby Union - Leanne O'Leary
2017-03-05
This book examines the
employment arrangements of
professional athletes in the
Premier League football
competition, the National
Basketball Association
competition and rugby union
played at an international level.
It describes the organisation
and regulatory frameworks of
these three professional team
sports and highlights the legal,
economic and regulatory
factors that influence the final
form of an athlete’s working
conditions. It provides a
comparative analysis between
the sports on issues such as the
role of collective bargaining,
wage regulation, salary caps,
nationality restrictions,
eligibility, player movement
and the acquisition of a
player’s intellectual property.
It discusses the approaches
adopted in each sport for
balancing the interests of
labour and management, the
problem of controlling private
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regulatory power in
professional sport, and
considers the extent to which
legal or government
intervention is required in an
athlete’s employment
relationship. National law can
assist players in a domestic
league to secure an
involvement in the
determination of working
conditions but it has a more
limited effect in a competition
organised by an international
governing body. This book
argues that social regulation
through soft law processes at
an international level may
benefit athletes, consumers
and sport globally. It provides a
useful case example for
comparison with the
organisation of other
professional team sports in
Europe, North America and
Australasia. This book is
important reading for scholars
and practitioners in the fields
of international sports law,
employment law, competition
law, European law and human
rights law. It is also highly
recommended for students at
undergraduate and

postgraduate levels taking
modules and courses in Sports
Law or Sports Business
Management. Dr. Leanne
O’Leary is a dual-qualified
solicitor, Senior Lecturer in
Law and member of the Centre
for Sports Law Research at
Edge Hill University in the
United Kingdom. This book
appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Prof. Dr. Ben Van Rompuy and
Dr. Antoine Duval.
Private Regulation and the
Internal Market - Mislav
Mataija 2016-03-10
How does EU internal market
law, in particular the rules on
free movement and
competition, apply to private
regulation? What issues arise if
a bar association were to
regulate advertising; when a
voluntary product standard
impedes trade; or when a
sporting body restricts the
cross-border transfer of a
football player? Covering the
EU's free movement and
competition rules from a
general and sector-specific
angle, focusing specifically on
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the legal profession, standardsetting, and sports, this book is
the first systematic study of EU
economic law in areas where
private regulation is both
important and legally
controversial. Mislav Mataija
discusses how the
interpretation of both free
movement and competition
rule adapts to the rise of
private regulation, and
examines the diminishing
relevance of the public/private
distinction. As private
regulators take on increasingly
important tasks, the legal
scrutiny over their measures
becomes broader and moves
towards what Mataija
describes as 'regulatory
autonomy.' This approach
broadly disciplines, but also
recognizes the legitimacy of
private regulators; granting
them an explicit margin of
discretion and focusing on
governance and process
considerations rather than on
their impact on trade and
competition. The book also
demonstrates how the
application of EU internal
market law fits in the context

of strategic attempts by the EU
institutions to negotiate
substantive reforms in areas
where private regulation is
pervasive. Surveying recent
case law of the Court of Justice
of the European Union and the
practice of the European
Commission, Mataija
demonstrates how EU internal
market law is used as a control
mechanism over private
regulators.
Drugs in Sport - David R
Mottram 2018-02-13
Drugs in Sport is the most
comprehensive and accurate
text on the emotive, complex
and critical subject of doping
and illegal performance
enhancement in sport.
Thoroughly updated in light of
the latest World Anti-Doping
Code and taking into account
the latest regulations, methods
and landmark cases, this
seventh edition explores the
science behind drug-use in
sport, as well as its ethical,
social, political and
administrative context.
Introducing an increased focus
on inadvertent doping, athletesupport personnel as key
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stakeholders in the doping
process, societal drug-use, and
the role of national governing
bodies and anti-doping
organisations, the book covers
key topics including: an
assessment of the prevalence
of drug-taking in sport the
latest doping control
regulations stipulated by the
World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA) the science and side
effects of each major class of
drug used in sport cutting-edge
issues such as gene doping and
biological passports issues
surrounding legal substances
and ergogenic aids in
supplements medical and
pharmaceutical services at
major sporting events
Accessibly written, and
supported throughout with
illustrative case studies and
data, Drugs in Sport provides a
crucial and objective resource
for students and researchers,
athletes, sports scientists,
coaches and athlete-support
staff, journalists, sports
administrators and
policymakers, alike.
Principles and Practice in EU
Sports Law - Stephen

Weatherill 2017-08-11
Principles & Practice in EU
Sports Law provides an
overview of EU Sports Law. In
particular it assesses sporting
bodies' claims for legal
autonomy from the 'ordinary
law' of states and international
organisations. Sporting bodies
insist on using their expertise
to create a set of globally
applicable rules which should
not be deviated from
irrespective of the territory on
which they are applied. The
application of the lex sportiva,
which refers to the conventions
that define a sport's operation,
is analysed, as well as how this
is used in claims for sporting
autonomy. The lex sportiva
may generate conflicts with a
state or international
institution such as the
European Union, and the
motives behind sporting
bodies' claims in favour of the
lex sportiva's autonomy may be
motivated by concern to uphold
its integrity or to preserve
commercial gain. Stephen
Weatherill's text underlines the
tense relationship between lex
sportiva and national and
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regional jurisdictions which is
exemplified with specific focus
on the EU. The development of
EU sports law and its
controversies are detailed,
reinforced by the example of
relevant legal principles in the
context of the practice of
sports law. The intellectual
heart of the text endeavours to
make a normative assessment
of the strength of claims in
favour of sporting autonomy,
and the comparison between
different jurisdictions and
sports is evident. Furthermore
the enduring dilemma facing
sports lawyers running
throughout the text is whether
sport should be regarded as
special, and in turn how (far)
its special character should be
granted legal recognition.
Doping in Sport and the Law
- Ulrich Haas 2016-09-22
This unique international legal
and cross-disciplinary edited
volume contains analysis of the
legal impact of doping
regulation by eminent and well
known experts in the legal
fields of sports doping
regulation and diverse legal
fields which are intrinsically

important areas for
consideration in the sports
doping landscape. These are
thoughtful extended reflections
by experts on theory and policy
and how they interact with law
in the context of doping in
sport. It is the first book to
examine the topical and
contentious area of sports
doping from a variety of
different but very relevant
legal perspectives which
impact the stakeholders in
sport at both professional and
grass roots levels. The World
Anti-Doping Code contains an
unusual mix of public and
private regulation which is of
more general interest and fully
explored in this work. Each of
the 14 chapters addresses
doping regulation from a legal
perspective such as tort,
corporate governance,
employment law, human rights
law, or a scientific area. Legal
areas are generally considered
from an international and not
national perspective. Issues
including fairness, logic and
the likelihood of compliance
are explored. It is vital reading
for anyone interested in the
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law, regulation and governance
of sport.
International Sports Law: An
Introductory Guide - Ian S.
Blackshaw 2017-08-29
This book, written by an expert
in the field, covers some of the
following issues, namely highprofile WADA cases such as
that of Maria Sharapova, the
Bosman ruling, decisions by
the Court of Arbitration for
Sport (CAS), and footballers’
employment contracts and
transfers for enormous
amounts. These issues have led
to sport no longer being
confined to the back pages of
traditional media such as
newspapers, but increasingly
le="font-size: 14px;">finding
its way onto the front pages
and into new media. Since
ancient times sport has been
practised but today it is a
multi-billion dollar ‘industry’,
and Sports Law as a discipline
in its own right is developing
apace and is increasingly being
studied and practiced at all
levels of interest and
competency. Thereby creating
a need amongst students,
lawyers, accountants, sports

marketers, promoters, agents,
sans-serifsports broadcasters,
sports administrators and
managers for some basic and
general knowledge of the legal
aspects of sport. This
introductory guide to
international sports law will
serve to satisfy the needs
currently not being met in
present-day sports law
literature, and should also be
of interest to researchers and
the general reader. Although
the topics covered are
necessarily sansserif">selective, sports law
being such a vast subject, they
are representative of the main
legal issues facing the world of
sport today. Throughout the
book, the reader is referred to
articles, publications and other
materials that provide further
information on the various
subjects treated in the text,
thus enhancing its value and
usefulness. The Law is stated
as at 1 January 2017, according
to the sources available at that
date. Prof. Ian S. Blackshaw is
an International Sports
Lawyer, a Solicitor of the
Supreme Court of England and
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Wales, and a Visiting Professor
at several Universities,
including Anglia Ruskin
University, Cambridge, United
Kingdom, and The University of
Pretoria, South Africa. He is
also a member of the Court of
Arbitration for Sport,
Lausanne, Switzerland.
Lex Sportiva: What is Sports
Law? - Robert C.R. Siekmann
2012-01-19
The important theme “What is
Sports Law?” was the topic of
the international Conference
on “The Concept of Lex
Sportiva Revisited”, which took
place in Jakarta in late 2010.
Academics and practitioners
are still in debate to agree on
this concept as is evident in
this book. This book not only
contains the worked out
contributions of this
Conference, but also other
related chapters on the subject.
It produces a reassessment of
the content of Sports Law and
its terminology keeping a close
eye on the current literature.
The book appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Prof. Dr. Robert Siekmann, Dr.

Janwillem Soek and Marco van
der Harst LL.M.
Evidence in Anti-Doping at the
Intersection of Science & Law Marjolaine Viret 2015-11-10
This book is a comprehensive,
practice-oriented guide to the
evidentiary regime under the
2015 World Anti-Doping Code
(WADC) including the
functioning of the Athlete
Biological Passport. It is the
first to show how the interplay
between science and law
affects the collection and
evaluation of evidence in antidoping, and how paradigm
shifts in anti-doping strategies
may modify evidentiary
assumptions implicit to the
WADC regime. Unique in its
dealing with the subtleties of
anti-doping science and legal
implications, the book gives
lawyers involved in anti-doping
the keys to a better
understanding of the science
underlying the WADC regime,
while providing anti-doping
scientists with the first
reference material to
understand the legal
framework in which their
activities are embedded. The
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emphasis of the book is on
international doping cases and
it relies predominantly on CAS
awards published up to Spring
2015. Written by an
experienced Swiss lawyer it
provides an insight into the
Swiss legal system and its
importance for the legal
practice in doping matters.
Marjolaine Viret is an attorneyat-law in Geneva, Switzerland,
specialising in sports and
health law. She has gained
significant experience in sports
arbitration as a senior
associate in one of
Switzerland’s leading law
firms. She also holds positions
within committees in sport, in
particular as a member of the
UCI Anti-Doping Commission.
Ms Viret had her doctorate on
anti-doping approved summa
cum laude in 2015. She
participates as a researcher in
a project for a commentary of
the 2015 WADC funded by the
National Science Foundation
and is regularly invited to
lecture or speak in various
fields of sports law. The book
appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law

Series, under the editorship of
Dr. Dave McArdle, Prof. Dr.
Ben Van Rompuy and Marco A.
van der harst LL.M.
Sports Law - Simon Gardiner
2012-03-12
Long established as the market
leading textbook on sports law,
this much-anticipated new
edition offers a comprehensive
and authoritative examination
of the legal issues surrounding
and governing sport
internationally. Locating the
legal regulation of sport within
an explicit socio-economic
context, this refocused edition
is divided into four core parts:
Governance & Sport;
Commercial Regulation; Sports
Workplace; and Safety in
Sport. Recent developments
covered in this edition include:
EU competition law interaction
with sport under arts. 101 and
102 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European
Union; the current World AntiDoping Agency code; analysis
of the recent Court of
Arbitration for Sport
Jurisprudence; reforms of the
transfer system in team sports;
anti-discrimination provisions
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in sport; engagement with
match fixing; a focus on the
legal context of 2012 London
Olympics. Essential reading for
students studying sports law or
sports-related courses, this
textbook will also prove useful
to sports law practitioners and
sports administrators in need
of a clear companion to the
field.
The Sporting Exception in
European Union Law Richard Parrish 2013-01-02
The Jurisprudence of the
FIFA Dispute Resolution
Chamber - Frans de Weger
2016-10-04
This book addresses the most
important judicial aspects in
relation to the FIFA Dispute
Resolution Chamber (DRC), as
well as the different categories
of disputes, inter alia, the
termination of player contracts,
the amount of compensation,
sporting sanctions, training
compensation and the
solidarity mechanism. The DRC
was established in 2001 by
FIFA for the purpose of
resolving disputes regarding
the international status and

transfer of players. Since then
the DRC has developed into a
major and influential
alternative resolution body,
with an impressive and
everincreasing caseload. In this
updated and revised Second
Edition the most important
decisions of the DRC as of the
date of its establishment in
2001 until 2016 are analysed.
It is a reference work for those
with a legal and financial
interest in professional
football, such as lawyers,
agents, managers and
administrators, but is also
aimed at researchers and
academics. Michele
Bernasconi, Attorney-at-law in
Zurich, Switzerland, Arbitrator
at CAS and President of the
Swiss Sports Law Association
provided a foreword for the
book. Frans M. de Weger is
senior legal counsel working
for the Dutch Federation of
Professional Football Clubs
(FBO). In 2015 he was, at the
proposal of the European Club
Association (ECA), appointed
as an arbitrator for the Court
of Arbitration for Sport (CAS).
As a legal counsel and a CAS
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arbitrator he is involved in
several national and
international football-related
legal disputes. This book
appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Prof. Dr. Ben Van Rompuy and
Dr. Antoine Duval. “Frans de
Weger’s work on the
jurisprudence of the DRC is a
“must-have” for anybody
dealing with sports law and, in
particular, dealing with football
issues under the FIFA
Regulations on the Status and
Transfer of Players.” Massimo
Coccia Professor of
International Law and
Attorney-at-Law in Rome and
CAS Arbitrator “Where to go
when trying to understand the
FIFA Regulations on the Status
and Transfer of Players? Now
Frans de Weger has the answer
with his new version of the
much-awaited and needed
Jurisprudence of the FIFA
Dispute Resolution Chamber.”
Juan de Dios Crespo Pérez
Sports Lawyer “The second
edition of this book, which is
systematic and practical at the
same time, will surely be of

great interest to both
specialists active in the world
of “football law” and aspiring
individuals.” Wouter
Lambrecht Attorney-at-law,
Head of Legal at the European
Club Association, FIFA Dispute
Resolution Chamber Member
and Mediator at the CAS
The Legacy of Bosman Antoine Duval 2016-05-25
In December 1995, the Court
of Justice of the European
Union delivered its judgment in
its most famous case to date:
the Bosman case. Twenty years
later, this book explores in
detail how this landmark
judgment legally and politically
transformed the relationship
between the European Union
and sport. Written by leading
academics in the field, the ten
contributions in this book
reflect on how Bosman
fundamentally shaped the
application of EU law to sport
and its transformative effects
on sports governance. The
book’s innovative perspectives
on the Bosman ruling makes it
important reading for scholars,
practitioners and policy-makers
concerned with EU law and
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Sports law. With a foreword by
Prof. Dr. Carl Otto Lenz,
Advocate General at the Court
of Justice in the Bosman-case.
Dr. Antoine Duval is Senior
Researcher for International
and European Sports Law at
the T.M.C. Asser Instituut in
The Hague. He holds a Ph.D.
on the interaction between Lex
Sportiva and EU Law from the
European University Institute
in Florence, where he was the
conveyor of the Transnational
Law Working Group. Prof. dr.
Ben Van Rompuy is a senior
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researcher at the T.M.C. Asser
Instituut, where he heads the
ASSER International Sports
Law Centre, and is Visiting
Professor of Competition Policy
at the Free University of
Brussels (VUB). He holds a
Ph.D. in law from the VUB and
held visiting scholar positions
at Georgetown University and
New York University. The book
appears in the ASSER
International Sports Law
Series, under the editorship of
Prof. Dr. Ben Van Rompuy, Dr.
Antoine Duval and Marco van
der Harst LL.M.
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